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It is time to acknowledge retailers. 
This is why we are launching an 
unprecedented 10% income in tax 
breaks for small traders.
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The retailer is the unsung hero of our economy. This policy document is devised for 
his benefit. This is a first in Malta and it is high time that retailers are given their due. 

This document is of special resonance, not only to the Party but to myself personally. 
For the Party, because this document acknowledges the outstanding contribution 
that retailers give to Maltese society and the economy. For me personally, because 
I am the son of a retailer and I grew up witnessing at first hand the struggles and 
hardship that retailers can face.

The retailer is a person ambitious enough to start and run a business, with a great 
deal of entrepreneurial spirit and personal sacrifice. He shoulders serious financial 
risks and puts the same risks on his family. He works long hours daily. He isalways 
present and active in the local community; disciplined and responsible, and is always 
ready to seize new opportunities. Retailers know that to survive they need to be 
competitive without relying on anyone. Retailers look for solutions, not hot air.

It is time to acknowledge retailers. For too long retailers have been left to their own 
devices and we want to give them a better chance at bringing their efforts to fruition. 
This is what we will achieve with this document, and this is also why we are launching 
an unprecedented 10% income in tax breaks for small traders.

With this document we will take Malta’s retail industry to its next stage. The retail 
sector has the potential to consolidate and expand further and, in so doing, boost 
further our economy. By investing in our retail industry, we will generate long-term 
growth that will flow directly from the grassroots within our economy. This is another 
sign that we are putting into practice our political belief that the economy is there for 
the people, not the other way round. 

This policy document istestament to our belief in the retail sector and a commitment 
to make the hard work of retailers worth the effort. We are emphatically on their 
side.

FOREWORD BY 
SIMON BUSUTTIL 
Leader of the Nationalist Party
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Our economic policy is driven by one clear and overarching principle: we believe 
in an economy that serves the people and not rules them. This is why we want to 
nurture an economic environment that is fair, equitable and rewards hard work. Our 
economic policies move away from the short-term thinking adopted by the Labour 
government and they establish sustainable growth as the underlying platform for 
economic development. We consider the retail sector as an important building block 
of this development. We are passionate about retail not only because through it was 
formed a long-standing bond between the PN and the retailing community but also 
because the sector embodies the values underpinning our economic policy. These 
are values that we share. 

We built A Policy for Retailers from the ground up. We engaged with retailers to 
understand the core challenges they face on a daily basis: from the village stationery 
serving as a social integrator in a small community to the high-footfall urban store 
retailing branded apparel. We understood these challenges and worked together to 
devise solutions to address them. 

Analysing international best practice and placing them into the local context, we 
structured 51 tangible policy measures spread over three policy pillars intended to 
create a paradigm shift in the retail landscape in Malta. These policies can give staying 
power to retailers and help transform the sector into a strong value-added industry 
thatwill generate stronger economic value, higher return on investment andbetter 
jobs.

We frame these solutions in an ambitious vision for our retail sector: a vision driven 
by recognition for a category of traders that have helped shape our economy over 
the centuries, but also by value added, revenue growth, margin improvement, quality 
employment, improved working conditions, heightened customer service levels and 
the evolution of the shopping experience, not only in our main shopping districts but 
also in our village cores, which are currently suffering from neglect. 

Our commitment is now to shape this policy document into a shared project that 
belongs to each and every retailer in Malta and Gozo, enabling them to grow with 
confidence, invest further, employ more and reap the reward of their hard work in an 
economy that will grow, be fairer and truly serve the people.

We are putting forward our ideas but we remain open to feedback and new proposals 
that can help make this policy better.

Delivering solutions 
to the retail challenges 

Mario de Marco  
Deputy Leader for 

Parliamentary Affairs, 
Shadow Minister for 

Finance

Claudio Grech 
Shadow Minister for the 

Economy

Robert Arrigo 
Spokesperson for 
Small Businesses, 

Manufacturing Sector,  
Retail, Self-Employed 

and Cooperatives

Kristy Debono  
Spokesperson for 

Financial Services, IT 
and Gaming
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These policies can give 
staying power to retailers 

and help transform the 
sector into a strong 

value-added industry 
thatwill generate stronger 

economic value, higher 
return on investment 

andbetter jobs.

Our commitment is now to 
shape this policy document into 
a shared project that belongs to 
each and every retailer in Malta 
and Gozo
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The retail industry in Malta has evolved very rapidly over the past thirty years. 
Driven by the vision and passion of local entrepreneurs, the retail industry 
emerged from a long stint of stagnation in a closed economy and evolved into 
an economic sector in its own right. Today the industry is made up of a very 
diverse mix of economic operators: from village groceries to large catchment 
shopping malls operating in a highly competitive market and traders operating 
on the internet.

Notwithstanding this rapid growth, the industry is today facing many 
challenges due to intense local and international competition, dropping profit 
margins, poor access to finance and lack of investment. These challenges 
can be overcome if the sector manages to harness the growth opportunities 
before it. 

A Policy for Retailers is intended to position the retail sector in Malta and Gozo 
as one of the main pillars of our economy. It proposes a programme of inter-
linked measures aimed at boosting the growth of the sector in an environment 
that is empowered by government but driven by the retailers themselves.

In Malta, retailers are represented by the General Retailers and Traders’ Union 
(GRTU) which has long established itself as a strong voice for the sector and a 
leading constituted body among the social partners. Over the years, the GRTU 
has time and again highlighted the challenges faced by the retail sector and it 
is high time that its pleas are heard and received. This is what this document 
sets out to do. 

The scope of A Policy for Retailers extends to all the economic activities that 
are either directly engaged in retail or are providing a support service to the 
operators in the industry. This document contains measures that are relevant 
for micro, small and large-scale operators alike, but of course our emphasis is 
on the smallest retailers, with strong emphasis on family-owned businesses. 
In the light of the holistic approach adopted in its development, the policy 
document is also relevant for investors considering the start-up of new retail 
operations or to provide support services to the industry.

Sources: 

* - ETC/Jobsplus
** - NSO/Eurostat 

*** - MEIB

Defining the Scope 
for the Policy Framework

LOCALITIES WITH 
MOST TRADE 
LICENSES:
B’KARA– 591
VALLETTA– 589
SLIEMA– 504
VICTORIA GOZO  – 440
HAMRUN– 425
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 ■ Conventional stand-alone retailers
 ■ Artisan retailers
 ■ Convenience retailers
 ■ Supermarkets
 ■ Discount retailers
 ■ Department stores
 ■ Speciality retailers
 ■ Warehouse retailers
 ■ Multi-tenant shopping malls
 ■ Franchised store operators
 ■ Retail investors (local and international)

 ■ Foreign retail operators
 ■ Customer-facing service providers
 ■ Food and beverage retailers
 ■ E-tailers
 ■ Hawkers
 ■ Stall operators
 ■ Retail property owners
 ■ Support service providers:

 ■ IT
 ■ Transport, logistics and storage
 ■ Marketing and advertising
 ■ Training
 ■ Security
 ■ F&B outlets
 ■ Cleaning, maintenance and upkeep

A Policy for 
Retailers is 
intended to 
position the retail 
sector in Malta 
and Gozo as one 
of the main pillars 
of our economy

A POLICY FOR RETAILERS IS 
INTENDED FOR:
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Sources: 

* - ETC/Jobsplus
** - NSO/Eurostat 

*** - MEIB

LOCALITIES IN MALTA 
AND GOZO WERE OPEN 
MARKETS ARE SET UP.***

OF INTERNET USERS PURCHASE ONLINE.**
66.3%

21

WORKING IN  
THE RETAIL SECTOR 
AS AT END OF DECEMBER 
2015 OF WHICH: 17,099 
ARE LOCAL AND 1,148 
ARE FOREIGN.*

BUSINESS OPERATING 
AS RETAILERS.**

TRADE LICENSES. ***

MOST PURCHASED ITEMS ONLINE: 
CLOTHES AND SPORTS GOODS.**

AVERAGE WAGE IN 
RETAIL SECTOR (2015): 

€13,278

18,292
18,247

6,546

**
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The challenges for the retail sector are many and multifarious. Revenue and 
operating profit of retail operators in Malta vary significantly. This variance is caused 
by multiple factors, including the size of the operation, the nature of the product 
being sold and the extent of the competition. Irrespective of their performance, 
most retail businesses are facing a long list of challenges in their sector: some are 
structural, some financial, some localised whilst others of a regulatory nature. 

A Policy for Retailers is intended to address these challenges and provide a 
structured approach towards tackling them effectively and in a timely manner. 
Through consultation with a wide range of retail operators, we have split the main 
challenges into two categories: primary challenges and secondary issues. The latter 
are less pressing but still very relevant for retailers.

These challenges are dampening the drive for further investment and limiting job 
creation in this sector. They are making it more difficult for operators to predict 
the future of their business with some degree of certainty and is having a negative 
impact on profit margins and consequently weakening the return on investment. 
There is a consequence to all this. The 2015 Business Performance Survey conducted 
by the GRTU indicates that in Malta only one third of the surveyed businesses were 
planning to expand their businessin 2016, clearly indicating a degree of inertia in 
the local landscape of retail investment.

Challenges faced 
by the Retail Industry
The 2015 Business Performance Survey 
conducted by the GRTU indicates that 
in Malta only one third of the surveyed 
businesses were planning to expand their 
business in 2016
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Challenges faced 
by the retail operators
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GOVERNMENT 
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The retail industry cannot 
be treated any longer as 
a second-class economic 
sector. The PN is committed 
to consider it as a priority 
economic sector.
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It beggars belief that despite the uncontested importance of the retail sector for 
trade and consumers alike, no political party in Malta has ever unveiled a sector-
specific policy targeting this important economic segment. With this document, 
the PN is redressing this deficit by announcing a new policy dedicated to retailers, 
not only because it acknowledges their contribution to the economy but also 
because it understands that their needs are different. 

Our vision for the retail sector is driven by our belief in sustainable growth, our 
passion for quality but above all our recognition that work and effort should pay 
off and our desire to rekindle the retailers’ pride that has always been the hallmark 
of this sector. 

To achieve this vision, we need to depart from the traditional way of looking at retail 
operators. We can no longer see retailers as isolated or stand-alone businesses that 
operate independently from each other but rather as a unified economic sector. 
This without ignoring the particular challenges faced by each and every operator. 
We have to think big but equally if not more importantly, act small. 

The PN has been consistently visionary since its foundation and this policy 
document is an effort to translate our economic vision into a quantum leap for the 
sector. The retail industry cannot be treated any longer as a second-class economic 
sector. The PN is committed to consider it as a priority economic sector.

Ambitious as it may be, this vision spells out our aspiration for the consolidation 
of the retail sector and its evolution to higher grounds achieved through lesser 
government intervention and a stronger investment in the enabling infrastructure 
allowing our retailers to focus on their core business and excel in providing a better 
level of service to their customers. Our vision will generate a strong momentum in 
the retail sector’s value added, which will lead to further investment, generating 
improved profit margins and creating more and better paid jobs. 

Moreover, our holistic vision will contribute towards the creation of the much-
needed synergy between operators in this sector and will clearly show that even in 
the retail industry we can all succeed together and that the whole is greater than 
the sum of its parts.

Our vision for 
the retail sector

Even in the retail 
industry we can all 

succeed together 
and the whole is 

greater than the 
sum of its parts

 ■ Enable retail operators to achieve a better return on their personal 
and financial investment.

 ■ Help the retail sector create new and better jobs, offering better 
wages and better conditions of work.

 ■ Offer a better tax deal for retailers to encourage fiscal regularisation 
and a long-term increase in tax revenue.

 ■ Transform the retail sector into a high-value added segment with 
increased diversity in its retail offering, an incremental foreign spend 
from shopping tourism and a new export-oriented e-tailing stream.

THE FOUR PRINCIPAL ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES
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INDIGENOUS
RETAIL

EXPORT

MORE 
EFFICIENT 
RETAILER

INCREASED LOCAL 
SALES

INCREASE
 IN RETAIL 
TURNOVER

SHOPPING 
TOURISM

FISCAL
 INCENTIVE

NEW RETAIL 
SECTORS

1. Support further investment by retailers in their business, 
improving their product and services, the aesthetics of their store 
and their ability to exploit the digital society. 

2. Support further investment by retailers to generate new 
employment opportunities at different levels both for youths and 
experienced workers.

3. Promote significant improvements in the wages and working 
conditions of the workers employed in the retail sector such as to 
remove, once and for all, the idea that jobs in the retail sector can 
only pay low wages. 

4. Promote fairness, sustainability, exceptional customer care and 
respect for intellectual property as key tenets of the local retail fabric.

5. Introduce a multi-faceted approach in retail policy, encompassing 
a wider reach to more diverse sectors beyond the conventional 
retail outlets. 

6. Unlock the potential of local artisan and cultural retailers and put 
in place the building blocks for export-oriented e-tailing in these 
sectors.

OUR VISION IN 12 POINTS
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IMPROVED 
GROSS VALUE 

ADDED

STRONGER 
RETAILERS

IMPROVED 
MARGINS AND 

PROFITS

INCREMENTAL 
TAX REVENUE

QUALITY 
EMPLOYMENT

MORE AND 
BETTER JOBS

7. Rekindle and reward retailers’ passion and entrench pride in 
the retail community by intensifying their sense of belonging, 
rewarding loyalty and encouraging quality employment.

8. Embark on an intensive programme of infrastructural 
improvements in localities across the country to position retail 
as a showcase of quality in the national effort to overcome the 
feeling of mediocrity and shabbiness that characterises a number 
of our commercial localities.

9. Gradually bring together the retail industry to start forming an 
integral part of our unique selling proposition for tourists.

10. Build a complete retail network enabling Malta and Gozo to serve 
as complete retail destinations and locations for testing and 
portraying complete retail solutions.

11. Smoothen the blending of residential and retail activities in urban 
settings.

12. Promoting further vertical depth, supply chain integration and 
the growth of a specialist industry in the retail support services 
domain.
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A Policy for Retailers is a framework of 51 policy measures intended to make a 
material difference in the operations of retail businesses in Malta and Gozo. The 
measures are structured along three policy pillars.

We are putting this set of 51 proposals out for public consultation and we look 
forward to receiving feedback from the sector. If we are elected to office, we commit 
to deliver these proposals over a 36-month period. We believe that together, we can 
unleash an unprecedented stimulus for the local retail sector taking it into its next 
generation and transforming it into a leading economic pillar in its own right.

A Policy for Retailers
Stronger retailers. 
More and better jobs. 
A fairer economy. 

WE WILL INCENTIVISE 
RETAIL OPERATORS TO 

INVEST, GROW AND 
IMPROVE THEIR PROFIT

PILLAR PILLAR PILLAR

WE WILL HELP RETAILERS 
GROW THROUGH NEW 

RETAIL CONCEPTS

WE WILL CREATE 
SUSTAINABLE AND 

LIVEABLE RETAIL ZONES

EFFICIENT 
AND SMART 
RETAILERS

I

GROWING 
THE RETAIL 

MARKET

II

RETHINKING 
RETAIL 
SPACES

III
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We believe that together, we can unleash an 
unprecedented stimulus for the local retail sector 

taking it into its next generation and transforming 
it into a leading economic pillar in its own right.

 ■ Incentivise retailers through a better fiscal treatment which reduces 
the effective tax burden on operators and encourages them to invest 
further and create more and better jobs.

 ■ Promote retail-led regeneration in different localities to inject back 
jobs, value, and vibrant urban life to communities across the country.

 ■ Enhance price affordability, competition, value-for-money and product 
diversity in the local market.

 ■ Realise growth of the local industry, focusing particularly on the local 
artisan and homegrown cultural-related sectors, strengthening the 
Maltese identity and expanding market access and outreach.

 ■ Create quality, long-term, better-paid and non-precarious jobs 
especially for those who find it difficult to be employed.

 ■ Facilitate a better quality of life, accessibility for persons with disability 
in a cleaner and safer environment and neighbourhoods.

 ■ Support the emergence of a new generation of young retailers, 
encouraging entrepreneurship and start-ups in innovative retail 
services and solutions. 

 ■ Promote a shared retail infrastructure to enhance retail operator 
competitiveness through lower cost operations, aggregation and 
shared services.

 ■ Establish Malta as an international retail experience and shopping 
destination, evolving a new tourism element to the present product 
composite.

 ■ Promote Malta as a regional retail centre to attract FDI in the sector by 
interested foreign operators and support system platform providers.

 ■ Generate growth in other economic sectors through the development 
of inter-linkages between the trade sectors.

 ■ Entrench strong sustainability practices into the retail industry, 
tangibly reducing its impact on the carbon footprint.

OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
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Most retail businesses are struggling to achieve fair margins and an adequate return 
on their investment. For the Nationalist Party being small does not mean being 
insignificant and this is why A Policy for Retailers encompasses support to our retail 
operators throughout their whole cycle of growth, irrespective of their size. In fact, 
we want to make it easier for small retailers not just to survive but to retain and 
strengthen their presence in the local market. 

In order to provide a major stimulus to the sector, as a matter of priority, we will 
recognize the contribution of retailers to the economy. For this reason we will provide 
traders with a significant fiscal incentive that will reduce their overall income tax burden 
to just 10% on their first €50,000 of operating profit. For retailers to be eligible for 
this tax measure they need to show that they have complied with conditions relating 
to: (1) fair conditions of employment for their workers; (2) annual improvements in 
energy-efficiency and environmental standards, (3) full fiscal compliance and (4) a 
social contribution to their local community. In this way, retailers are rewarded but 
with them, workers will be guaranteed their due, environmental standards will go up, 
fiscal compliance will improve whereas local registered voluntary organisations, be 
they social, sports or cultural organisations, will benefit from greater financial support 
from their own local business community.

This major tax incentive, which is specifically designed to help small traders, will form 
part of a wide-ranging 10% tax measure on all types of trading activities, whether 
incorporated in companies or sole SME traders, including self-employed traders. We 
commit to implementing this measure in the first budget presented by a new PN 
government. 

We shall also support retailers through dedicated support for them to gain access 
to finance in order to improve their value added and become more efficient in 
their operations in terms of their energy costs, administrative burden and logistics 
activities. And rather than grant a €360 million state guarantee to one single private 
consortium to build a power station that we do not need and that will cost us more, 
we will offer an unprecedented guarantee scheme to help small businesses as well 
as start-ups. 

We also commit to stamp out, once and for all, the unfair trading environment 
perpetuated by the lawlessness of unlicensed vendors and illicit trading that all too 
often make a killing in the local market without proper registration and the evasion 
of fiscal dues, at the expense of responsible retailers who abide by the law. We will 
restructure the enforcement capacity in public administration and channel efforts 
specifically to deal with this challenge. We will make sure that obeying the law pays 
and that breaking the law does not.

Through these incentives we shall also encourage retailers to expand their business 
and their workforce, to pay better wages and to provide better working conditions 
for their workers as a result of the improved margins of their businesses. We will also 
encourage them to comply with the law, especially with their tax dues, to improve 
their environmental standards and to contribute to the efforts of the local voluntary 
organisations of their choice within their locality. 

In brief, these measures will unleash an unprecedented investment and business 
activity within our local retail industry.

Efficient And 
Smart Retailers

WE WILL INCENTIVISE 
RETAIL OPERATORS TO 

INVEST, GROW AND 
IMPROVE THEIR PROFIT

PILLAR I

For the  
Nationalist Party 
being small does 
not mean being 
insignificant
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1. We shall grant a tax incentive that will reduce the effective income tax burden 
of SME retailers to just 10% on the first €50,000 of their operating profits. 
For SME retailers to be eligible for this tax measure they need to show 
that they have complied with conditions relating to: (1) fair conditions of 
employment for their workers, if any; (2) improvements in energy-efficiency 
and environmental standards, (3) full fiscal compliance and (4) a contribution 
to their local community.

2. We will remove excise duties introduced by the Labour Government on a 
series of consumer products, such as cosmetics and toiletries, since these 
taxes are a burden on retailers and consumers alike

3. Through the setting up of the Malta Development Bank, we shall help retailers 
overcome their ongoing problems with severely limited access to finance, 
and provide a low-interest investment aid facility as well as loan guarantees 
aimed at enabling them to enhance their retail experience, reduce their carbon 
footprint, strengthening their digital presence and improve the external 
aesthetics of their respective stores.

4. We will lower water and electricity tariffs for traders as a result of savings that 
we shall make by purchasing electricity from the interconnector rather than 
the Electrogas power station and give traders the benefit of the significantly 
lower international price of fuel. 

5. We will tighten regulations and invest in the necessary enforcement structures 
in public administration to ensure that a no-nonsense level playing field is 
achieved and adequately preserved, wherein unlicensed and non-compliant 
traders will be effectively stopped from abusing open market practices in 
Malta, thereby addressing a long-standing issue of major importance for 
small traders. 

6. We will support retailers with specific schemes to help them exploit the digital 
economy to the full, engage better in e-commerce, promote collaboration 
among retailers in the same locality in e-commerce as well as support the 
further growth of local centres of competence in the provision of specialised 
IT, digital and knowledge-driven services for retail operators.

7. In order to bring the digital economy closer to retailers, we will rapidly 
accelerate the adoption of electronic payments and micro-payments through 
digital means, reducing operating costs, addressing unlicensed vendors and 
enhancing fiscal compliance.

8. We will spearhead and incentivise a ‘Plus One’ employment scheme, 
encouraging small retailers to start employing workers or to increase their 
existing employment by one person (FTE), promoting proximity employment 
(hence achieving a stronger sense of local engagement) and adequate retail 
training.

9. We will extend child-care facility assistance to provide complementary 
childcare facilities in retail zones, primarily designated for employees’ 
children. Free child-care services shall apply across the board under a new 
PN administration, not just to women who join the labour market. 

10. We will develop a scheme to help retailers identify and implement 
environmental upgrades aimed at reducing carbon footprint, improving 
energy efficiency and at the drastic conservation of water. In turn, these 
schemes will render retailers better eligible for the 10% tax incentive. The 
scheme will also include additional incentives to give recognition to retailers 
that achieve or comply with higher standards.

11. We will support and incentivise the introduction of shared and aggregated 
supply delivery services (gradually moving towards the use of electric vans) 
establishing programmed and timed deliveries at low-peak hours to reduce 
traffic congestion and contain urban disruption.

12. We will encourage and support the evolution of shared services, collaborative 
environments and back-end aggregation between retail operators. This will 
help them reduce costs and benefit from the sharing economy. 

We will reduce 
the effective 
income tax 
burden of SME 
retailers to just 
10% on the first 
€50,000 of 
their operating 
profits

We will provide 
a low-interest 
investment aid 
facility as well as 
loan guarantees 
aimed at 
enabling 
retailers to 
enhance their 
retail experience
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WE WILL HELP RETAILERS 
GROW THROUGH NEW 

RETAIL CONCEPTS

PILLAR II

A key challenge of the retail sector is the small size of our market and the 
constant problem with limited or falling profit margins. Our internal market has 
its natural limitations. This is why we must encourage the sector to focus more 
on improving its quality and value-added, to move to new retail concepts and 
to take the next steps towards reaching out to consumers outside our borders.

At the core of our efforts are measures specifically intended to create a wave 
of diversity in the retail domains in Malta and Gozo. 

Among other things, we want to provide unprecedented support to the artisan 
industry, elevating it from its current state into a cluster of growth-driven 
businesses. We shall focus their efforts to upgrade their retail offering and assist 
them in positioning their product on the global stage. The focus on the local 
business will extend through support for brand development, the maximisation 
of digital commerce and internationalisation, as well as dedicated support for 
young retailers, in this way promoting innovative retail start-ups. 

We also want to help retailers better address the digital preparation gap in the 
sector. We will therefore incentivise retail operators to make a generational 
leap in the adoption of digital marketing tools. This will help retailers enhance 
their operation, the retail experience offered to their customers and their wider 
market reach beyond our shores. 

We also want retailers to tap more effectively into our existing tourism market. 
For this to happen, our retail experience must improve and must become part 
and parcel of our tourism product. But we shall do much more than this. 

Our ambitious objective is for Malta and Gozo to become an attractive 
shopping destination. We want to stimulate the creation of an environment 
that will gradually position Malta as a regional shopping destination. The retail 
community will seize on the opportunity to realise the vision of raising the 
bar so that its members may no longer be restricted to competing with the 
shop next-door but may become regional players in shopping tourism. By 
investing in both conventional and digital marketing, we shall project Malta 
as a shopping destination of choice, and by creating the right platform of 
incentives, initiatives and international activities we shall put the local retailers 
on the global map where their vision, entrepreneurship and pride will enable 
them to present their retail offering to a wider audience with higher value 
added potential.

Growing The 
Retail Market
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13. We will promote and support local artisansto expand their range of quality 
artisanal products, encouraging collaboration in clusters of enterprises, with a 
Gozo-based cluster as an important priority.

14. We will support youth organisations to develop a designated programme aimed 
at promoting young retailers and innovative retail start-ups.

15. We will lead a #shopinmalta programme, and in collaboration with stakeholders, 
we will develop and assist in the implementation of an industry-led programme 
that will give value to the ‘retail experience’ in Malta by developing the 
experience of the local retail economy and turn it into an essential part of our 
wider national tourism product. 

16. We will help retailers take full advantage of the opportunities created by the 
presence of high-volume tourists arriving in Malta on cruise-liners by making 
their access to retail shopping zones easier and more attractive.

17. In collaboration with stakeholders, we will organise a calendar of international 
shopping events, specialised retail conferences and themed shopping festivals, 
promoting the convergence of retail, tourism and the convention business 
segments.

18. We shall attract international testimonials and leading international digital 
media influencers for the promotion of the local retail experience creating a 
strong profile of Malta’s potential for global shopping, with an amplified accent 
on the artisan components of the market.

19. Through embassies and commercial envoys, we will position Malta on global 
shopping destination circuits, attracting an increasingly affluent retail customer 
base to the local market.

20. We will support the organisation of ‘extended hours’ events by local councils 
to extend the liveability of the respective areas beyond normal working hours, 
injecting activity within adequate levels of respect for residential requirements.

21. We will support and incentivise the development of a ‘retail for purpose’ 
shopping network, linking retail activities to the emergence of social enterprises 
by supporting initiatives such as NGO shopping outlets, charity shops, fair 
trade stores, healthy-lifestyle outlets and environmentally friendly product 
campaigns.

22. We will encourage the retail industry to attract further luxury and top-tier brands 
in Malta, gradually developing the local luxury retail sector to its maximum 
potential.

23. We will support the establishment of a system that assists local e-retailers to 
deliver their goods internationally, promoting digital shared services between 
operators.

24. We will promote the establishment of partnerships with local media across all 
channels to deliver more content on retail, shopping and related themes.

25. We will promote a culture of harnessing ICT in retail, establishing it as a 
complementary channel to the store experience, through the promotion and 
incentivisation of digital marketing, including tools such as mobile apps to 
promote retail experiences in localities, proximity-based marketing, deployment 
of beacon technology, e-commerce integration and virtual street shopping via 
integration with mapping platforms and mobile networks.

26. We will develop and sustain funding programmes aimed at supporting export-
oriented retail enterprises to open retail outlets in international shopping 
destinations, including by facilitating master franchising.

27. We will conduct a branding programme for the local retailer promoting the 
core characteristics and ethos of the typical Maltese retailer highlighting 
professionalism, knowledge, fairness, positive experience delivery and digital 
connection.

We will lead a 
programme 
aimed at 
establishing 
Malta as 
a regional 
shopping 
destination
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WE WILL CREATE 
SUSTAINABLE AND 

LIVEABLE RETAIL ZONES

PILLAR III

Physical space is the largest restriction of our economy. Whether it is a 
matter of leasing out adequate property for use in retail at an affordable price 
orland-use, parking problems and traffic congestion, physical space is a key 
challenge in our country. We need to overcome the challenge of living together 
harmoniously within a limited space while enjoying a better and cleaner quality 
of life. The challenge of physical space applies to the retail sector as much as 
it does to other sectors. 

This issue is firmly entrenched in ourdocument An Economy for the People. It 
is for this reason that in that document we set out proposals that focus on 
how we can change our mindset from one that takes the easy way out by 
developing more and more land to one that regenerates and reuses existing 
spaces, making them more liveable in the process. 

In the retail domain, we will achieve this by a two-pronged approach. In the 
first place, we will focus on making our existing retail spaces more liveable, 
more accessible, more family-friendly, more aesthetically appealing and more 
compatible with our local heritage and social fabric. Then, we encourage 
retailers to get involved in a widespread effort aimed at regenerating run-
down and deprived areas in different localities across the country into retail-
led zones. 

This will trigger an impetus led by the private-sector towards urban regeneration 
with tangible social and economic benefits for the entire local community. Not 
only will this be done through low-intensity development within development 
boundaries but it will also create new open and green spaces within the 
communities, realising the full circle of sustainable development.

We believe that retailers can be leaders in the process of regenerating 
economically and socially deprived areas and that they can turn this challenge 
into an opportunity from which they will gain. We want to encourage them to 
do this.

Rethinking 
Retail Spaces

We will reduce property taxes on 
the purchase of property in areas 
earmarked for regeneration and further 
reduce income tax on rent for the 
leasing of commercial outlets in such 
areas
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28. We will establish schemes specifically designed for retailers to support regeneration in 
urban areas. The scheme will reward retailers who set up operations in localities which 
are targeted for urban regeneration, provide investment aid or designated areas which 
are deprived and run-down. Retail activities in these areas will make them more liveable, 
more accessible and will help create new jobs. 

29. We will reduce property taxes on the purchase of property in areas earmarked for 
regeneration and further reduce income tax on rent for the leasing of commercial outlets 
in such areas. 

30. We will promote the development of specialised themed ‘districts’ aimed at creating 
a platform to bring together retail businesses operating in similar markets in proximity 
by supporting their branding, promoting localised large-scale events, adopting specific 
opening hours to cater for the specific needs of the zone and extending local support 
facilities.

31. The Nationalist Party understands that the 2018/2028 deadline for the termination of 
many commercial leases and sub-leases is a matter of concern for many retailers. The 
Nationalist Party is committed to embark upon discussions, also involving representative 
bodies, to seek an equitable solution that addresses the concerns of the retailers.

32. We will ring-fence a percentage of the VAT collected out of retail activities in a locality 
and allocate it exclusively for the improvement and management of public infrastructure 
in retail areas in the respective locality. In this way, both retailers and consumers will 
get immediate return from their own taxes. This fund will beused primarily for cleaning, 
upkeep, maintenance, street lighting and street furniture, hence reducing the financial 
burden of these functions on Local Councils.

33. We will develop open liveable spaces and green lungs in core retail areas to make the 
retail experience more attractive and livable.

34. We will invest in designated facilities, such as playgrounds for children and pedestrian 
zones, determined in consultation with local councils, at the core of retail zones. This will 
also contribute to a smoother relationship between residential and retail areas in towns 
and villages.

35. We will promote the transformation of accessibility requirements so that persons with a 
disability and their families experience complete integration in retail and ancillary spaces.

36. We will incentivise the restoration and regeneration of historic and scheduled buildings in 
urban conservation areas through their allocation at preferential rental rates to be used 
as flagship retail and/or concept stores for artisan retailing.

37. We will establish a series of artisan and cultural retail clusters aimed at converging 
complementary retail activities in the artisan space, with a specific designated effort on 
Gozo as a leading destination for artisan and cultural retail services.

38. We will develop special incentives to encourage retailers operating in Malta to extend 
their retail business in Gozo and vice-versa.

39. We will lead a complete overhaul and revival of open markets ensuring they integrate 
better with their respective communities. We will achieve this, in cooperation with local 
councils, by giving each market a distinct identity, a more focused commercial function, 
adequate aesthetic guidelines, supporting facilities, including parking and better public 
transport accessibility, a code of conduct, a common organised interface and proper 
marketing structures.

40. We will launch schemes to promote a culture of public and private co-investment in the 
embellishment of localities to promote a better sense of local belonging and a shared 
ownership of liveability in the different localities.

41. Together with the local retail representatives and local councils, we will design and 
provide adequate area accessibility routes for shopping and retail areas to ensure that 
the experience to and from retail zones is not ruined with run-down or abandoned sites 
that spoil the environment and the overall look and feel of the shopping destination.

42. We will support better transport facilities to help retailers benefit from passing trade 
and better accessibility. We will undertake short-term measures relating, for example, to 
existing schemes such as Tal-Linja Card and use PPPs to invest in parking, park-and-ride 
facilities and alternative modes of transport. This commitment will also be factored into 
our new policy on an alternative public multi-modal transport system. 

43. We will promote the introduction of ‘Safe Shopping Zones’ through the proliferation of 
digital security and CCTV operated and monitored by retail associations in collaboration 
with the Police.
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We shall team up with retail education 
leaders for the development of an 
International Retail Academy

One of the key challenges of the services industry remains the availability and 
adequacy of human resources at all levels. This applies also to the retail industry 
with limitations both at retail management as well as at the operational levels. Firstly 
we need to promote jobs in the retail industry as equally rewarding opportunities 
and not as mere short-term jobs. We need to start considering retail as a long-
term career which requires the right set of skills and training just like any other 
professional career in the services industry.

The vision and aspirations set out in A Policy for Retailers cannot be achieved 
without a strong human capital base that will enable the retail industry to grow, 
mature and raise its standards to the next level. 

The cornerstone on which this human capital base is to be developed is education 
and vocational training across all levels of the industry. We need to match the 
expectations of being a regional shopping destination with the right talent, the 
right attitude and the right depth of management in the retail sector.

In order to make a quantum leap in this respect:

A stronger 
human capital base

44. We shall establish an International Retail Academy: Aiming at building the local 
capacity both in terms of quantity and quality, we shall team up with retail 
education leaders for the development of an International Retail Academy. We 
want this Academy to form part of the MCAST and we will enter talks with 
MCAST to take the lead in developing this idea jointly with industry and experts. 
We want to see them develop a dedicated programme for short courses, 
diploma and degree training in retail-related sectors such as:

 ■ Retail management.

 ■ Consumer behaviour and consumer rights.

 ■ Retail entrepreneurship.

 ■ Integrated marketing for retail.

 ■ Visual merchandising and display

 ■ Retail operations support services assistants.

 ■ Conversion training programmes for resources seeking to shift industry.

45. Our educational authorities will team up with the GRTU to create and mobilise 
an educational campaign aimed at enabling children to appreciate the relevance 
and importance of the retail sector and also to encourage them to explore retail 
as an entrepreneurial career.
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Our businesses still struggle with bureaucracy and in many instances succeed 
despite of it rather than because of it. This is even tougher for small businesses 
that spend a disproportionate amount of time and money handling procedural 
formalities rather than investing their time in their business. It is pointless having 
excellent policies that are then choked by bureaucracy and we are therefore 
proposing three core tangible measures to address this Thus :

Removing bureaucracy 
once and for all

46. We will set up a dedicated public agency for the retail sector: we will consolidate 
the existing fragmentation in services provided by public administration and 
create a one-stop shop for retailers. The agency will focus primarily on setting 
standards for self-regulation, international promotion of Malta as a retail 
destination and on facilitating constant stream of state-aid compliant incentives 
for the sector. The agency will be lean in terms of numbers, driven by technical 
expertise and will have a strong operator representation, notably the GRTU, to 
avoid itsbecoming a new bureaucratic layer with limited value-added to the 
sector. The agency will be tasked with preparing and presenting to Parliament 
and the MCESD, an annual ‘State of Retail’ report outlining the state of play in 
the retail industry, the state of implementation of the measures contained in this 
document and their success or otherwise, and a clear plan of action focusing on 
sustainable growth. This report will then be subject to discussion among social 
partners within MCESD as they may deem fit, as well as an annual parliamentary 
debate in the House of Representatives. 

47. We will establish the first ‘Only Digital’ sector in Malta to place all public 
administrative services used by the retail sector on a digital platform and 
remove for all intents and purposes the need of their having to waste time 
running around different Government departments. Any procedure that cannot 
be digitized will be abolished and re-engineered so that it may be delivered 
completely electronically. This will ensure that retailers will not require 
any physical interaction with any public entity in the full life-cycle of their 
operation. We will undertake this plan in consultation with the constituted 
bodies and use the national e-Government platform to deliver it. The fuller 
digital implementation will also facilitate the collation of statistical information, 
reducing the administrative burden on operations. 

48. We will facilitate adequate data and statistical reporting: jointly with the 
constituted bodies and the relevant public agencies, we will leverage the fuller 
digital implementation to expand the existing statistical reporting and provide 
better insights and trends analysis for the benefit of the sector. We will also 
facilitate the availability of open data for policy-makers, industry and analysts 
to support policy and commercial decisions with a sounder base of data.

We will establish the first ‘Only Digital’ 
sector in Malta to place all public 
administrative services used by the retail 
sector on a digital platform
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Society and the economy are becoming increasingly interlinked: from transport to 
working spaces to accommodation, isolated thinking is being replaced by a drive 
towards the sharing of resources. Policy-shaping and decision-making should also 
evolve from the classical top-down structure to one that allows a wider ownership 
of policies.

For this reason, we do not want A Policy for Retailers to be a government-
owned programme but a shared set of measures and initiatives owned by all 
stakeholders and embraced by the retail businesses themselves. Government will 
be a mere enabler with the businesses and their constituted bodies taking the 
lead in their execution. In practical terms, this commitment to subsidiarity for the 
retail community will be reflected as follows:

A policy owned by everyone

49. We want to have a Shared Programme of Works: the first stage of this policy 
document is to go through a period of thorough consultation that will lead 
to the formulation of its final version as a work programme owned by all key 
stakeholders. This will be adopted as the Government’s policy programme at the 
beginning of the legislature. This will serve to avoid delays in its implementation 
and the desired outcomes. The programme of works of this programme will 
be executed over a 36-month period from the election to office of the new PN 
administration.

50. We will extend the engagement of Social Partners. Social partners will be 
engaged as primary players in the execution of this policy programme. Moving 
from mere sounding boards to partners in implementation, each social partner 
will be offered the opportunity to have a priority area for which it will be the 
principal partner representing the commercial community. The GRTU will be 
invited to be designated as the overall lead partner for the programme of works 
with the other constituted bodies being actively engaged in the respective 
areas of direct representation for their memberships. The principal objective 
of this extended form of engagement is to provide the retail community with 
a proper participatory voice at all levels of decision-making and programme 
execution.

51. Finally, we invite you, the retailer, to whom this document is addressed, to make 
your contribution to it. We do not consider this document as the final say and 
we are still open to build on it further. Send us your feedback and ideas on 
retailers@pn.org.mt and we will see to it that your views are taken into account. 
Thank you for reading this document.

retailers@pn.org.mt

Send us your feedback and ideas on 
retailers@pn.org.mt and we will see 
to it that your views are taken
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The cornerstone of this document is an 
unprecedented tax measure for small 
traders that will reduce their effective 
income tax to just 10%. 
This is how it will work: 

What is the measure?
In order to provide a major stimulus to small traders, we will provide them with a 
significant fiscal incentive that will reduce their overall income tax burden to just 10% 
on their first €50,000 operating profits. This means that you will only pay a total of 
€5,000 in income tax on your first €50,000 of operating profits. 

How much tax will I be saving?
Depending on how you are set up for tax purposes, you can save between €3,595 
and €12,500. If you operate as a sole trader or self-employed without operating 
through a registered company you will be saving around €5,000 a year. On the other 
hand, if you trade through a registered company you will be saving around €12,500 
in tax every year. In all cases, you will only pay a total of €5,000 on your first €50,000 
of operating profits. 

Who will benefit from it?
This major tax incentive is available to all types of trading activities, whether 
incorporated companies or sole traders, including self-employed traders. 

When will this tax measure enter into force?
We commit to implement this measure in the first budget presented by a new PN 
administration. 

Is this tax measure limited to retailers only?
No, the tax measure will apply to all traders and all trading activities up to the limit of 
€50,000 in operating profits as long as the business qualifies as a small one (SME). 

Why should small traders benefit from this tax measure?
Because we want small traders to be the engines of economic growth and because 
we want to recognise their role in creating wealth and jobs in our society. This 
measure will also help them employ more people with better wages and to provide 
better working conditions. 

Does this measure apply to large companies too?
This measure was specifically designed for SMEs. In due course, we shall also be 
announcing separate proposals on how larger companies will be fiscally incentivised 
to achieve similar objectives.

Will the 10% apply by way of tax credit or in the form of a refund?
The 10% tax measure will apply by way of a tax credit. This means that it can be 
deducted directly at the time of completing your tax declaration and you will not 
have to pay the full tax and then wait for a refund. 

How the 10% 
tax measure will work
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How much will this measure cost the taxman?
This tax measure is expected to cost around €85 million. We believe that this money 
will be a profitable investment by spurring on new economic growth. We believe that 
this investment in the small traders will spur a new wave of economic growth which 
will create further economic activity. This has always been the case when tax was 
lowered and there is no reason why it should not be the case now. 

Are there any conditions that need to be met for traders to be eligible?
Yes. In order to induce traders to invest further, we want to link this tax measure with 
a set of simple, yet important, conditions. For traders to become eligible they will 
need to show that they have complied with conditions relating to: (1) fair conditions 
of employment for their workers; (2) annual improvements in energy-efficiency and 
environmental standards, (3) full fiscal compliance and (4) a social contribution to 
their local community. In this way, retailers are rewarded but with them, workers will 
be guaranteed their due, environmental standards will go up, fiscal compliance will 
improve whereas local registered voluntary organisations, be they social, sports or 
cultural organisations, will benefit from greater financial support from their own local 
business community. These conditions can be easily met by electronically submitting 
documentary evidence to this effect as set out by the Commissioner of Inland 
Revenue. 

Will the tax measure apply to traders who are self-employed?
Yes, the tax measure will apply to traders who are registered as self-employed. Anti-
abuse measures will be in place to ensure that this is truly the case. Traders who 
operate as self-employed and who benefit from a tax exemption up to a certain limit 
of their income will continue to benefit from their existing exemption up to their tax-
free threshold. The 10% tax measure will apply to their additional income such that 
their effective tax rate on their first €50,000 operating profits is 10%. 

Will the tax measure apply to traders who are registered in a company?
Yes, the tax measure will also apply to traders who operate in a registered company. 
The tax credit will apply within the tax computation of the company. 

Will the tax measure be in line with EU rules on state aid?
Yes. Since this is a general measure applicable to all SMEs, it does not fall within the 
parameters of EU rules on state aid and therefore it can be granted without any 
problem. 

Will the measure be mandatory?
Being a tax credit, the measure will not be mandatory and you may renounce to its 
benefit if, for whatever reason, you have other tax arrangements. 

Will any measures be introduced to avoid abuse of this measure?
Yes. Anti-abuse measures will be included to prevent reallocation from shareholder 
salaries to profit. Moreover, measures will be introduced to deal with groups of 
companies and to ensure that business/trading profits are ranked first in tax 
computations so that sole-traders will not get a double advantage if they have other 
income sources.

In order to provide a major stimulus to small traders, we 
will provide them with a significant fiscal incentive that 
will reduce their overall income tax burden to just 10% 

on their first €50,000 operating profits. This means 
that you will only pay a total of €5,000 in income tax 

on your first €50,000 of operating profits. 




